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About Us

Rooted in 30+ years of exceptional spray equipment expertise,
Fuji Spray® introduces a new division: Fuji Spray Auto™. This
division features compressor spray guns that align with the Fuji
Spray® legacy of excellence, while offering the collision repair and
car-refinishing industry tools of performance and versatility at a
competitive price.

History of Fuji Spray®
Fuji Spray®, our parent company, has been a manufacturer of
top-of-the-line equipment that delivers premium finishes for a
wide variety of professional spray projects. Our versatile spray
equipment has been the cornerstone of professional finishing
in the woodworking, automotive, spray tanning and resurfacing
industries. Our range of experience and phenomenal customer
service has made us leaders in the industry.
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V8 Series
In keeping with our legacy of excellence, our V8 Series is a remarkable addition to Fuji
Spray®. Appropriated from one of the most famous car engines, the V8 engine, our new V8
series offers the perfect balance of performance and proficiency—much like the balance
of horsepower and torque in the V8 engine. Combined with a mid-pressure MP-V8™
and a high-volume low pressure H-V8™ version, these new designs will provide stellar
performance at an unbeatable price.

The MP-V8™
The MP-V8™ offers an improved air
and fluid management design that
produces a perfectly balanced and
consistent spray pattern. The fluid
tip design enables refinishers to
tackle a broad range of professional
high-solid clear coats. Suitable for
both waterborne and solvent-based
applications.
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Fuji Spray® Midpressure technology
Optimized atomization for
clear coat application
Precise side-mounted
fan pattern control

The H-V8™
Designed for both base coat
and clear coat application, the
H-V8™ spray gun provides high
transfer rates and a controlled
atomization, allowing to achieve
a flawless factory-grade finish.
Suitable for both waterborne
and solvent-based applications.

Optimized HVLP air cap
resulting in a soft spray pattern
Best suited for base
coat applications
Precise side-mounted
fan pattern control

Suitable for high production
autobody facilities

Easy to maintain with few
internal components

360° swivel air inlet

360° swivel air inlet
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X Series
If power and flexibility are your priority, you are going to love our Fuji Spray Auto™ X Series.
Exceptional atomization, precise fan pattern adjustment, and an enhanced design are
only the beginning. This innovative take on a classic model is cost-effective and backed
with over 30 years of spray equipment, collision repair and car-refinishing expertise.

The MPX-30™
Designed with the power to fill the
gap between high-pressure and
HVLP spray guns, our incredible
MPX-30™
combines
rapid
application speed, high transfer
rates, and an ergonomic design
to provide users an unmatched
spray experience. Suitable for both
waterborne and solvent-based
applications.

Fast application speed without
sacrificing performance
Up to a 13” wide
fan pattern
Precise side-mounted
fan pattern control
Compact, lightweight,
and easy to maintain
Ergonomically-designed handle
to reduce user fatigue
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The LX-20™
Designed to replace conventional,
high-pressure spray guns, the
LX-20™ can be used for both
low and high viscosity base coat
applications. Its robust design
makes it the perfect fit for all
heavy
production
settings.
Suitable for both waterborne and
solvent-based applications.

Enhanced HVLP
air cap design
Up to a 13” wide
fan pattern
Easily adaptable to
disposable cup systems
Compact, lightweight,
and easy to maintain
Comfortable grip for
extended spray sessions
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Accessories
Fuji Spray Auto™’s commitment to exceptional quality and service is unwavering, which is
why this line of accessories is perfect for enhancing your spray experience and ensuring
the best possible results—whether you are completing spot fixes or 4-panel repairs.

LX-20™ Air Cap Sets

MPX-30™ Air Cap Sets

3M™ PPS™ Series 2.0 System Kit

600cc Nylon Gravity Cup

Pressure Regulator Gaugeee

Designed for the LX-20™, these
high efficiency air cap sets offer
great control and a soft spray
pattern. All X Series air cap sets
feature a smooth 360° air cap
rotation.

Designed for the MPX-30™, these
premium air cap sets offer increased
atomizing pressure. All X Series air
cap sets feature a smooth 360° air
cap rotation.

This innovative gravity cup and lid
is specially designed to ensure an
optimal seal. For the best results,
the 600cc Nylon Gravity Cup can
be paired with any of Fuji Spray®’s
gravity spray guns.

Fuji Spray®’s Pressure Regulator
Gauge precisely regulates and
maintains accurate air pressure when
spraying.

Refer to the #6200 series when ordering.
Available in: 1.0, 1.2*, 1.4**, 1.7, 2.0mm.

Refer to the #6300 series when ordering.
Available in: 1.0, 1.3*, 1.4**, 1.7, 2.0mm.

Designed to make life easier, cleaner,
and faster, these disposable plastic cups
can be adapted to any Fuji Spray® gun.
Their clear access windows allow users
to grasp liners more easily during lid
removal. The improved lid design allows
for a more consistent flow.

Refer to #6360 when ordering.

Refer to #6380 when ordering.
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*Best suited for clear coat application **Best suited for base coat application

Gravity Feed Stainless Steel Mesh
Barrel Strainer (10 pack)
These fine mesh strainers for HVLP
gravity spray guns with nylon cups will
filter out contaminants in the paint.
Plastic construction and stainless-steel
filter net. Can be soaked in thinner to
clean.
Refer to #9030-10 when ordering.
Sold in packs of 10.
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Accessories

2 - Fluid Control Knob #6317

Rebuild Kit For
MPX-30™ - #6382

Rebuild Kit For
LX-20™ - #6282

3 - Fluid Screw Nut #6314

This kit includes:

This kit includes:

1 - Needle Spring #6316

4 - Valve Spring #6313
5 - Spindle Valve #6312
6 - Air Distributor #6303
7 - Needle Packing Nut #6307
8 - Needle Packing #6306

#6303 Air Distributor

#6303 Air Distributor

#6306 Needle Packing

#6304 Air Diffuser

#6307 Needle Packing Nut

#6305 Air Diffuser Seal

#6312 Spindle Valve

#6306 Needle Packing

#6313 Valve Spring

2 - Fluid Control Knob #6317
3 - Fluid Screw Nut #6314
4 - Valve Spring #6313
5 - Air Diffuser Seal #6305
6 - Air Diffuser #6304
7 - Air Distributor #6303
8 - Needle Packing Nut #6307
9 - Needle Packing #6306
10 - Spindle Valve #6312

#6307 Needle Packing Nut

#6314 Fluid Screw Nut

#6312 Spindle Valve

#6316 Needle Spring

#6313 Valve Spring

#6317 Fluid Control Knob

1 - Needle Spring #6316

#6314 Fluid Screw Nut
#6316 Needle Spring
#6317 Fluid Control
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Specifications
MPX-30™0

LX-20™ 0

MP-V8™

H-V8™

Specifications

Specifications

Specifications

Specifications

Recommended 13.8 cfm at 36 psi

Recommended 15.2 cfm at 26 psi

Recommended 12.2 cfm at 35 psi

Recommended 14.7 cfm at 28 psi

Air Cap Set Sizes Available (in mm):
1.0; 1.3; 1.4; 1.7; 2.0

Air Cap Sets Available (in mm):
1.0; 1.2; 1.4; 1.7; 2.0

Air Cap Sets Available (in mm):
1.2; 1.3; 1.4; 1.7; 2.0; 2.3

Air Cap Sets Available (in mm):
1.2; 1.3; 1.4; 1.7; 2.0; 2.3

Air Supply Pressure: 36 psi at gun inlet (2.5 bar)

Air Supply Pressure: 26 psi at gun inlet (1.8 bar)

Operating Range: 9-35 psi

Operating Range: 9-28 psi

Air Consumption: 13.8 cfm

Air Consumption: 15.2 cfm

Air Inlet Size: 1/4” BSP and NPS

Air Inlet Size: 1/4” BSP and NPS

Air Inlet Size: 1/4“ BSP and NPS

Air Inlet Size: 1/4“ BSP and NPS

Air Supply Hose: 6.5 x 10 mm

Air Supply Hose: 6.5 x 10 mm

Air Supply Hose Width: 5/16” ID

Air Supply Hose Width: 5/16” ID

Air Consumption: 12.2 cfm

Air Consumption: 14.7 cfm

Fluid Coupler (Gravity): M 16 x 1.5P

Fluid Coupler (Gravity): M 16 x 1.5P

Fluid Coupler (Gravity): 3/8” PF

Fluid Coupler (Gravity): 3/8” PF

Standard Air Cap Set (Gravity): 1.4 mm

Standard Air Cap Set (Gravity): 1.4 mm

Standard Air Cap Set: 1.3 mm

Standard Air Cap Set: 1.4 mm

Gun Weight (Without Cup): 502 g (17.70 oz)

Gun Weight (Without Cup): 502 g (17.70 oz)

Gun Weight (Without Cup): 521 g (18.38 oz)

Gun Weight (Without Cup): 521 g (18.38 oz)

Application Type:
Waterborne and solvent-borne high-solid clear coat

Application Type:
Waterborne and solvent-borne base coat application

Application Type:
Waterborne and solvent-borne high-solid clear coat

Application Type:
Waterborne and solvent-borne base coat application

Max. Fan Width: 320 mm

Max. Fan Width: 330 mm

Max. Fan Width: 315 mm

Max. Fan Width: 325 mm
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Contact Us
Are you ready to become part of the next big thing for the Fuji Spray® family?
Contact us today, and follow us on social media, for the latest news in Fuji Spray Auto™.

For Distribution-Related Inquiries:
Jim Larin
Operations & Sales Manager
jim@fujispray.com
1-800-650-0930, ext. 225
For Partnership-Related Inquiries:
auto@fujispray.com
1-800-650-0930

Proudly Canadian
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@fujisprayauto
fujisprayauto.com
auto@fujispray.com

